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Officers and Committee Members 
 

• Chair 

o Kristin Turney  

• Chair-Elect 

o Ingrid Castro   

• Council members  

o Rachel Kimbro, Emir Estrada, Freeden Blume Oeur, Ranita Ray, Christina Cross, 

Jessica Taft  

• Student Representatives  

o Hillary Steinberg, Ruby Bafu 

• Secretary-treasurer 

o  Nazneen Kane 

• Program 

o  Kristin Turney (chair), Jessica Taft, Christine Percheski 

• Communication and Publications 

o Ruby Bafu (chair), Ashley Larsen Gibby 

• Nominations 

o Ingrid Castro (chair), Paula Fomby, Emily Smith-Greenaway 

• 2022 Distinguished Early Career  

o Ingrid Castro (chair), Joseph Giunta, Nazneen Kane, Rachel Kimbro, and Michela 

Musto 

• 2022 Graduate Student Paper Award 

o Nazneen Kane (chair), Rachel Kimbro, Gregory Elliott, Sandra Stone, Deni 

Mazrekaj 

• 2022 Outstanding Scholarly Contribution Award  

o Freeden Blume Oeur (chair), Kelley Fong, Ranita Ray, Derron Wallace, and Deniz 

Yucel 

Incoming Council Members 
 

• Chair-Elect  

o Holly Foster  

• Council Members  

o Melanie Jones Gast, Matt Rafalow  

• Student Council Member  

o Rachael Dominquez  
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ASA 2022 Children & Youth Events 

 

• Reception: The Children and Youth ASA reception (joint with the 

Crime, Law, and Deviance section) will be Monday, August 8 

at Bonaventure Brewing Company, 404 S. Figueroa St., Suite 418A. 

The reception will be held on an outdoor patio. We are reserving the 

first hour of the reception (6 to 7 p.m.) for graduate students (and will 

then open to everyone from 7 to 9 p.m.). There will be food and 

(alcoholic and non-alcoholic) beverages. Please mark your calendars! 

• Roundtables: The Children and Youth roundtables will be on 

Monday, August 8 from 8 to 9 a.m. (JW Marriott, Gold Level, Gold 

Salon 4). 

• Business meeting: The Children and Youth business meeting will be 

Monday, August 8 at 9 a.m. (JW Marriott, Gold Level, Gold Salon 

4). Come to the roundtables and stay for the business meeting! 

• Children and the State session, organizer and presider Frank 

Edwards: Monday, August 8 from 10 to 11:30 a.m. (LACC, Level 1, 

150C)  

• Inequalities in Childhood session, organizer Christine Percheski and 

presider Kristin Perkins: Monday, August 8 from 4 to 5:30 p.m. 

(LACC, Level 1, 153c) 

  

http://www.bonaventurebrewing.com/
https://tinyurl.com/ycbm3sfj
https://tinyurl.com/y9dggzsa
https://tinyurl.com/yc5kkhoc
https://tinyurl.com/yd3cm2l5
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Feature: The Impact of Gun Violence on Schools and 

Schoolchildren Goes Far Beyond Mass Shootings 
by Nora Gross 

 

Mass shootings are terrifying infamies. When a school is targeted, and students die, the school’s 

name becomes notorious: Robb Elementary School. Sandy Hook. Marjory Stoneman Douglas. 

Columbine. But have you heard of Simon Gratz, Frankford, Simeon, Harper, or Austin-East Magnet 

High School? 

 So-called ‘mass shootings’ in public or institutional spaces account for only about 1% of gun 

deaths in America each year. The majority of school-age youth who are murdered, whose stories often 

barely make headlines, are gunned down in the streets – accidentally, mistakenly, when arguments get 

overheated, in acts of desperation, in gang wars. Most of these children are Black and growing up in 

America’s poorest city centers. These children, too, attend schools which then become marked by the 

catastrophic impact loss for years to come. 

In each of these cases, there is another number we must heed. Another important statistic too 

often left out of our conversations about gun violence and youth in America. In addition to the victims 

themselves, and their families, the untimely death of every child damages the psyches and social 

worlds of their friends and classmates – a secondary impact with a tragically large radius. The death of 

a peer creates another kind of wound: it destabilizes aspirations, motivation, GPAs, college 

applications, future trajectories.  

 In 2016, I began a sociological study exploring the experiences of adolescents who lost friends 

to the kind everyday neighborhood gun violence that doesn’t make national news. I spent two years 

embedded as an ethnographer in a Philadelphia high school getting to know multiple peer groups of 

Black teen boys, as well as their teachers and school administrators, aiming to understand their grief in 

the midst of the city’s growing gun violence epidemic. 

I was invited into the all-boys’ college prep charter high school which became my research site a 

few months after the school had suffered the loss of a promising student killed the summer after his 

freshman year. During the following two years I was there, two more current students were fatally shot 

– including one who had been a central participant in my research study. By my count, more than 24 

additional Philadelphia youth within the extended social networks of the school’s student body were 

also killed during this two-year stretch.  

 Since then, the heartbreaking reach of gun violence has only widened. Three more students 

attending that small Philadelphia high school have been murdered since 2018, not to mention several 

more who were injured in shootings. Gun violence in cities like Philadelphia has been steadily rising in 

recent years, with a sharp incline beginning in 2020. That year saw three times the number of youth 

fatalities as just five years earlier. And, across the country, the rate of gun deaths hit levels we have not 

seen since the mid-1990s with more than 45,000 people killed in both 2020 and 2021, and gun violence 

now the leading cause of death for American children and teens. 

https://6abc.com/philadelphia-shooting-teen-killed-simon-gratz-high-school-mastery-charter-gun-violence-philly/11023281/
https://philadelphia.cbslocal.com/2020/07/06/philadelphia-football-coach-prepares-to-bury-3rd-player-lost-to-gun-violence-following-15-year-olds-death-angelo-walker/
https://abc7chicago.com/chicago-shooting-simeon-high-school-jamari-williams-student-killed/11037896/
https://www.thisamericanlife.org/487/harper-high-school-part-one
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/04/23/us/knoxville-anthony-thompson.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/04/23/us/knoxville-anthony-thompson.html
https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/nation/2022/06/05/mass-shooting-defined-meaning/7481731001/
https://billypenn.com/2022/01/10/philadelphia-gun-violence-statistics-2021/
https://www.nejm.org/doi/full/10.1056/nejmc2201761
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Of course, the bloodshed is not distributed evenly: Black and Brown people and poor urban 

communities bear the brunt of this violence, due in part to decades of socioeconomic disinvestment in 

their neighborhoods. Black teenage boys and young adults are most likely to be killed by guns, 17 

times more likely than other demographic groups. A recent report from Johns Hopkins found that, in 

2020, one out of every 1,000 young Black males, ages 15-34, was killed by a gun. In addition to the 

very real threat of death, this group also bears the heaviest burden of grief for lost friends, classmates, 

and peers. 

 “Death is constant right now…I tell my friends to be safe and stuff because I’ll never know my 

last time talking to them,” 17-year-old Jahsun confessed to me in early spring 2017. He was a junior at 

the Philadelphia high school where I conducted my research. Jahsun was grieving the deaths of two 

friends in just six months, but had his sights set on college, hoping to play football and study to become 

a dentist or therapist. He was never able to pursue those goals because in the fall of his senior year, he 

was killed, leaving his entire school utterly shaken and bereft. Many of his friends, so agonized by their 

grief but without the tools and spaces they might have needed to express it, struggled to get their own 

college applications submitted and complete their graduation requirements. 

 At age 18, Hercules – the apt pseudonym he chose for himself – needed more than two hands to 

count the number of friends and family members he had lost to gun violence. By 21, he had to add his 

older brother and best friend to the list. “How can you look forward to a lot of stuff when you got 

friends dying left and right?” he wondered. Hercules had started high school academically strong and 

motivated, and he was well-liked by his teachers, but as he lost more friends, his grades began to drift 

and coming to school felt less and less relevant with such an unsecured future and so much unresolved 

grief. Though he mostly kept these thoughts to himself, Hercules’ adolescence was marked by frequent 

worries about his own likelihood of dying young.  

 Despite the sensitivity of so many individual teachers and administrators and the relatively small 

and tight-knit community, I found that the school was wholly unprepared to respond to the enormity of 

grief its students were carrying. There were no curricular or social programs in place to give students 

the tools to make sense of what was happening or imagine a positive role for themselves in responding 

to the violence. Further, in most cases, the depth and nuance of the boys’ emotional experience of grief 

was misunderstood – or even punished – in school, forcing them to hide their emotions or express them 

only in peer-driven spaces, like social media. This further limited the kinds of responsive supports the 

school could offer. In this context, I found that the aftermath of youth gun violence affected students’ 

relationships with peers and teachers, their ideas about the future, and the academic motivation they 

needed to push through challenging moments.  

 The deaths of boys like Jahsun and the grief of boys like Hercules continue to be neglected in 

our national conversation about gun violence, even as we finally seem to be paying more attention to 

other horrific gun deaths of children that shatter families and upend school communities. The less we 

acknowledge the magnitude and hidden impacts of this form of gun violence, the more likely we are to 

disenfranchise the grief of those who bear its burdens – and the more we will see it dampen the long-

term trajectories of promising young people. 

https://publichealth.jhu.edu/sites/default/files/2022-05/2020-gun-deaths-in-the-us-4-28-2022-b.pdf
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Recent Publications by Section Members 
 

• New book by section member Natasha Warikoo: Race at the Top: Asian Americans and 

Whites in Pursuit of the American Dream in Suburban Schools May 2022, University of 

Chicago Press. This book addresses the impact of Asian American youth’s academic 

success on ethnic assimilation. The findings are based on research in a well-off suburban 

community with a large and growing Asian American population. In “Woodcrest” white 

and Asian parents alike mobilize their resources to bolster their children’s achievements 

in both academics and extracurricular activities. Asian parents tend to prioritize 

academics while white parents tend to prioritize extracurriculars, especially sports. The 

book shows how tensions over the ‘right’ way to parent develop when Asian American 

youth catapult ahead of their white peers academically. Rather than whites and Asians 

assimilating, either by Asians adopting dominant ‘white’ upper middle class parenting 

practices or whites adopting the strategies of upper middle class Asians, parents instead 

engage in moral boundary making to defend their own parenting, especially against well-

known stereotypes about Asian parents being too demanding and white children being 

outsmarted by their Asian American peers. Ultimately, both white and Asian families 

alike benefit from the race and class segregation that keeps working class and poor 

families, especially those who are African American or Latinx, out of their town 

altogether, through policies designed to maintain racial and class segregation. 

 

• New book by section member Emily Navarro: “Unaccompanied: The Plight of Immigrant 

Youth at the Border” 

 

• New article by section member Mai Thai: “Policing and Symbolic Control: The Process 

of Valorization.” American Journal of Sociology 27(4): 1183-1220. This article draws on 

fieldwork of a high school junior police academy to understand how law enforcement 

exerts power in schools that serve marginalized youth. 

 

• New article by section member Peter Harvey: 

“‘https://www.journals.uchicago.edu/doi/10.1086/719406.” American Journal of 

Sociology 127(5):1417–59.  

 

• New volume of Sociological Studies of Children and 

Youth: https://books.emeraldinsight.com/page/detail/the-roles-of-independent-

children%EF%BF%BDs-rights-institutions-in-advancing-human-rights-of-

children/?k=9781801176095, edited by section members Agnes Lux and Brian Gran 

 

https://urldefense.com/v3/__https:/press.uchicago.edu/ucp/books/book/chicago/R/bo149570065.html__;!!CzAuKJ42GuquVTTmVmPViYEvSg!OuAXUC6yjioTBUjZLIIDV3PWJ2gtSSGvxvfhG2wgCfRHmbLTC2iKIAc78r_uh-d6IKeFiLx81JHJo5jTwiMNRZYR2lqnF4CC$
https://urldefense.com/v3/__https:/press.uchicago.edu/ucp/books/book/chicago/R/bo149570065.html__;!!CzAuKJ42GuquVTTmVmPViYEvSg!OuAXUC6yjioTBUjZLIIDV3PWJ2gtSSGvxvfhG2wgCfRHmbLTC2iKIAc78r_uh-d6IKeFiLx81JHJo5jTwiMNRZYR2lqnF4CC$
https://nyupress.org/9781479806423/unaccompanied/
https://nyupress.org/9781479806423/unaccompanied/
https://www.journals.uchicago.edu/doi/10.1086/718278
https://www.journals.uchicago.edu/doi/10.1086/718278
https://www.journals.uchicago.edu/doi/10.1086/719406
https://books.emeraldinsight.com/page/detail/the-roles-of-independent-children%EF%BF%BDs-rights-institutions-in-advancing-human-rights-of-children/?k=9781801176095
https://books.emeraldinsight.com/page/detail/the-roles-of-independent-children%EF%BF%BDs-rights-institutions-in-advancing-human-rights-of-children/?k=9781801176095
https://books.emeraldinsight.com/page/detail/the-roles-of-independent-children%EF%BF%BDs-rights-institutions-in-advancing-human-rights-of-children/?k=9781801176095
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• New article by section member Alexandra Cooperstock: "The Demographics of School 

District Secession." in Social Forces. https://doi.org/10.1093/sf/soac069.  

 

• New articles by section member Annaliese Grant: 

o Grant, Annaliese. (2022).“Normal” childhood in the lives of financially struggling 

white daughters and mothers. Journal of Marriage and Family, 1–18. 

https://doi.org/10.1111/jomf.12872 

o Grant, Annaliese, Eric Grodsky, Maria Velazquez, Rosie Miesner, Elizabeth Blair, 

and Lyn Macgregor. (2022). Individual adjustments for many and structural 

change for some: Teacher and school responses to classed out-of-school 

responsibilities. Children & Society, 00, 1–18. http://doi.org/10.1111/chso.12617 

 

• New articles by section member Melanie Gast: 

o Gast, Melanie Jones, James. S. Chisholm, *Yohimar Sivira. Online First. 

“Racialization of 'ESL Students' in a Diverse School and Multilingual Latina/o 

Peer Mentors.” Race Ethnicity and Education. DOI: 

10.1080/13613324.2022.2069737  

o Gast, Melanie Jones, James. S. Chisholm, *Yohimar Sivira, and *Trisha Douin. 

2022. "Racialized Moments in Qualitative Interviews: Confronting Colour-blind 

and Subtle Racism in Real Time." International Journal of Research & Method in 

Education. DOI: 10.1080/1743727X.2022.2046726  

o Gast, Melanie Jones. 2022. “Re-Conceptualizing College Knowledge: Class, Race, 

and Black Students in a College-Counseling Field.” Sociology of Education. 95:43-

60. doi/10.1177/00380407211046053  

o Chisholm, James S., Melanie Jones Gast, & Ashley L. Arnold. 2022. “Culturally 

Responsive Caring and Emergent Tensions in a Bilingual Mentoring Program in a 

Diverse School” in Care-Based Methodologies: Reimagining Qualitative Research 

with Youth in US Schools, edited by V. Vasudevan, N. Gross, P. Nagarajan, & K. 

Clonan-Roy. New York, NY: Bloomsbury. 

 

 

• Forthcoming book by section member Jessica Halliday Hardie: “Best Laid Plans: Women 

Coming of Age in Uncertain Times.” UC Press. This book follows Black and White, 

middle-class, working class, and poor young women from high school and into the 

transition to adulthood, showing how unequal social and economic resources inform their 

plans for the future and ability to follow through on those plans. Drawing on longitudinal 

interview data, the book makes the case for why we need to move beyond the individual 

appeal to "dream bigger" and "plan better" and toward systematic changes that will put 

young people's aspirations within reach. 

 

https://doi.org/10.1093/sf/soac069
http://doi.org/10.1111/chso.12617
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• New books by section member Radosveta Dimitrova: 

o Dimitrova, R., & Wiium, N. (2021) (Eds.). Handbook of Positive Youth 

Development. Advancing Research, Policy and Practice in Global Contexts. 

Springer. 

o Dimitrova, R., Sam, D. L., & Ferrer-Wreder, L. (2021) (Eds.). Roma Minority 

Youth Across Cultural Contexts: Taking a Positive Approach to Research, Policy 

and Practice. Oxford University Press. 

• The Centre for Research on Discretion and Paternalism at the University of Bergen, 

Norway, would like to announce a new publication, Structuring Practice for Children’s 

Participation, a report evaluating seminal guidelines for frontline child protection 

practitioners about children’s participation in Norway.  

o Developed by Frøydis Petersen Jensen, Professor Katrin Križ, and Professor Marit 

Skivenes 

o This report aims to critically assess and provide suggestions for improving 

guidelines to promote children’s participation in practice. Moreover, it lays the 

foundation for developing new management, practice, and training programs for 

the future. 

o The report is part of the project Children’s Right to Participation 

(PARTICIPATION), funded by the Research Council of Norway (320149). The 

project is a collaborative knowledge project and is a partnership between 

researchers at the Centre for Research on Discretion and Paternalism at the 

University of Bergen and four partners representing the Norwegian child 

protection system: the Change Factory (experts by experience), the Norwegian 

County Social Welfare Boards, the Norwegian Courts and their administration, and 

Bergen Municipality. 

 
• Two public scholarship pieces on gun violence in Medium written by section member 

Yvonne Vissing 

o https://medium.com/@yvissing/what-can-we-do-to-prevent-another-school-

shooting-68a9538232d9 

o https://medium.com/@yvissing/deciding-whether-to-become-a-pistol-packin-

teacher-93827f30d030 

 

 

  

https://discretion.uib.no/structuring-practice-for-childrens-participation/
https://discretion.uib.no/structuring-practice-for-childrens-participation/
https://discretion.uib.no/people/staff/froydis-petersen-jensen/%3e,
https://discretion.uib.no/people/staff/katrin-kriz-2/
https://discretion.uib.no/people/principal-investigator/
https://discretion.uib.no/people/principal-investigator/
https://discretion.uib.no/childrens-right-to-participation/
https://discretion.uib.no/
https://medium.com/@yvissing/what-can-we-do-to-prevent-another-school-shooting-68a9538232d9
https://medium.com/@yvissing/what-can-we-do-to-prevent-another-school-shooting-68a9538232d9
https://medium.com/@yvissing/deciding-whether-to-become-a-pistol-packin-teacher-93827f30d030
https://medium.com/@yvissing/deciding-whether-to-become-a-pistol-packin-teacher-93827f30d030
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Announcements 
• Special issue in Genealogy on Family diversity, Fertility Preferences, and Other Family-

Building Strategies: 

https://www.mdpi.com/journal/genealogy/special_issues/genealogy_family  

o Papers due October 5 

 

• Call for papers: NEOS, the flagship publication of the Anthropology of Children and 

Youth Interest Group, welcomes submissions for the Fall 2022 issue: Doing and Undoing 

“Family” in Uncertain Times. This upcoming issue aims to reposition classical 

anthropological questions focused on the formation of family and cultivation of kinship 

by applying contemporary, critical, and interdisciplinary lenses toward how family is 

done and undone in highly uncertain and unequal times. 

o We invite short-form original research articles (1,200 words max, excluding 

references) that address the issue’s theme. NEOS also welcomes short pieces 

(1,200 words max, excluding references) on scholarship and applied research that 

uplifts racial, economic, and social justice and the dismantling of systemic 

oppression, for a dedicated standing column on anti-racism and equity in child and 

youth studies.   

o The deadline for submissions is August 16, 2022  (end of the day). While not 

required, authors are encouraged to submit a brief message about their intent to 

submit to the Co-Editors by August 2, 2022. The NEOS Editorial Team may be 

reached at acyig.editor@gmail.com. Visit our website for further information 

on NEOS, as well as submission guidelines and instructions. You may access the 

submission portal for the Fall 2022 Issue here. 

 

• Message from American Sociological Review editors, Art Alderson and Dina Okamoto: 

As we reach the halfway mark of our three-year term as editors of American Sociological 

Review, we continue to be impressed by the wide variety of papers we receive in regard 

to substantive area/topic, theory, method/analytical approach, and geographic focus. That 

said, we would like to encourage authors from all ASA sections and subfields to submit 

their work to ASR, as we would like to see the journal reflect the breadth and diversity of 

the discipline. We especially welcome and encourage submissions featuring research on 

non-U.S. populations and dynamics; in the areas of race, sexualities, migration, 

science/technology, and other areas that are currently underrepresented in the journal; and 

that use qualitative and quantitative methods alike, including ethnographic, interview-

based, archival, and comparative approaches. We very much look forward to receiving 

your papers for review. 

https://www.mdpi.com/journal/genealogy/special_issues/genealogy_family
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Ruby Bafu 

PhD Candidate  
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Madison  
 

        Ashley Larsen Gibby  

     Assistant Professor 

     Brigham Young University  


